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THE PROBLEM WITH FRAND: HOW THE LICENSING COMMITMENTS OF STANDARD-SETTING ORGANIZATIONS RESULT IN THE MISVALUING OF PATENTS

INTRODUCTION

Many modern patent systems have two aims that often conflict: to promote the dissemination of knowledge and to protect the rights of innovators. A patent grants an inventor a limited period of time to exclude others from practicing his invention. This temporary monopoly is meant to allow the inventor to commercially profit from his invention, as a reward for sharing it with the public. Thus, patent regimes attempt to provide enough legal protection to incentivize an inventor to share his invention, while not affording so much protection as to stifle others from building upon current knowledge and further advancing the field. Conversely, countries without patent rights allow the public to exploit new technology immediately, but may cause inventors to carefully guard their innovations. These countries also run the risk of deterring innovation because it is not profitable; new industries stagnate if the monetary incentive to copy inventions is greater than the incentive to invent. In the modern era of rapidly advancing technology, some companies have found that it is more profitable to collaborate in the development of one new technical standard rather

---

2. A patent expires twenty years from the filing date of the patent application in the United States.
4. Id. at 2–3.
5. Id.
7. Id.
than to individually develop competing technologies.\textsuperscript{9} When this situation arises, a private standard-setting organization ("SSO") may emerge to oversee the development of the technology.\textsuperscript{10} These collaborative bodies serve the purpose of pooling resources and reducing both the time and money spent on the development of alternative products.\textsuperscript{11} SSOs are generally pro-competitive,\textsuperscript{12} but have anticompetitive implications by providing a forum for collusion.\textsuperscript{13}

As a prerequisite to joining SSOs companies must contract with one another, and sometimes with the SSO itself, to ensure mutual fair treatment during the development and implementation of a new technical standard.\textsuperscript{14} The two most important obligations that these companies commit to are disclosure and licensing rules.\textsuperscript{15} Disclosure rules require that SSO members "identify patents that [may be] essential to a proposed standard" in a timely manner.\textsuperscript{16} This requirement helps to keep SSO members up to date on the state of technical development and prevents "patent ambush"\textsuperscript{17} situations.\textsuperscript{18} Licensing rules ensure

\textsuperscript{9} See Apple, Inc. v. Motorola Mobility, Inc., 886 F.Supp.2d 1061, 1067 (W.D. Wis. 2012) ("Through the standards-setting organizations, companies agree on common technological standards so that all compliant products will work together. Standards lower costs by increasing product manufacturing volume and increase price competition by eliminating the costs for consumers to switch between products manufactured by different firms.").

\textsuperscript{10} See, e.g., infra Part I.A. on the formation of ETSI.

\textsuperscript{11} See id.

\textsuperscript{12} In the Matter of Motorola Mobility LLC and Google Inc., Analysis of Proposed Consent Order to Aid Public Comment, 78 Fed. Reg. 2398, 2399 (proposed Jan. 3, 2013) ("[T]hey encourage common technological platforms that many different manufacturers ultimately incorporate into their respective products.").


\textsuperscript{14} See Apple, Inc. v. Motorola Mobility, Inc., 886 F.Supp.2d at 1067 ("[Disclosure and licensing] rules help to insure that standards do not allow the owners of essential patents to abuse their market power to extort competitors or prevent them from entering the marketplace.").

\textsuperscript{15} Id.


\textsuperscript{17} One commentator describes patent ambush as follows:
that SSO members license their respective intellectual property rights (“IPR”) to each other on equitable terms. These rules prevent patent hold-up situations, where a member abuses his status as a standard-essential patent (“SEP”) holder by demanding excessive fees from potential licensees that have no other alternative than to pay.

The language that pervades SSO licensing requirements is “fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory,” or “FRAND.” Although these words seem intuitive and rational in theory, FRAND is interpreted in a variety of ways. The requirement is deliberately broad, in part to encourage contracting parties to err on the side of caution during negotiations, but this vagueness has a significant indirect effect on the business policies of both major and minor players in technological industries. Patents that are branded with a FRAND encumbrance have inherently uncertain economic value, which can affect decisions such as whether or not to apply for a patent in the first

The patent ambush . . . is said to occur where a patent owner participates in the decision of a [SSO] to adopt a particular technology, while failing to disclose its ownership of patents governing that technology. Once the standard has been adopted and SSO members and their constituents have adjusted their production to conform to the standard . . . the patent owner asserts the patent and demands licensing fees far higher than the patent owner could have achieved had it sought to negotiate for a licensing fee prior to the adoption of the standard.


21. Gilbert, supra note 19, at 856.

22. See id. at 860.

23. See discussion of the smartphone wars, infra Part I.E.
place.\textsuperscript{24} This ambiguous requirement naturally results in litigation to determine whether the FRAND standard has been met.\textsuperscript{25} Every contract negotiation is distinct, encompassing many different considerations, and the few rulings that have come down on FRAND matters are often too context-specific to yield much precedent.\textsuperscript{26}

A SEP is a patent that claims technology implemented into a technical standard.\textsuperscript{27} Parties that hold SEPs are diverse, ranging from individuals to corporate behemoths, and the licensing rates they fetch for their patents are also varied.\textsuperscript{28} Smaller entities may not have sufficient capital to engage in protracted litigation with larger companies, and this imbalance of power during license negotiations can result in lopsided contractual terms.\textsuperscript{29} A weaker party is more likely to accept a low, possibly un-FRAND royalty rate\textsuperscript{30} for SEPs it holds than to embark down a costly litigious path that might avail it nothing.\textsuperscript{31} Equally unappealing is the prospect of a company that holds relatively low-value SEPs extracting a high royalty rate, simply

\textsuperscript{24} An inventor or company may opt to keep the invention secret rather than face this risk. See Lydia Pallas Loren & Joseph Scott Miller, \textit{Intellectual Property Law: Cases & Materials} 110 (4th ed. 2015) (“Where an invention can be kept secret, an inventor can choose trade secret law’s mix of benefits and risks, or opt for patent law’s different mix instead.”); David N. Makous & Mina I. Hamilton, \textit{Compulsory IP Licensing and Standards-Setting, Standard-Essential Patents and F/RAND, in Intellectual Property Licensing Strategies} 95 (2014).

\textsuperscript{25} See, e.g., Apple, Inc. v. Motorola Mobility, Inc., 886 F.Supp. 2d 1061 (W.D. Wis. 2012).

\textsuperscript{26} See, e.g., id.; see also Apple, Inc. v. Motorola, Inc., 869 F.Supp. 2d 901 (N.D. Ill. 2012).

\textsuperscript{27} See Apple, Inc., 886 F.Supp.2d at 1067.

\textsuperscript{28} See infra Part II.


\textsuperscript{30} A patent royalty rate is the amount that is paid from a commercial producer to a patent holder for each unit the producer sells that employs the technology. The rate is generally a certain percent of the retail value of the unit. See, e.g., Eric Stasik, \textit{Royalty Rates and Licensing Strategies for Essential Patents on LTE (4G) Telecommunication Standards}, \textit{Les Nouvelles}, Sept., 2010, at 114, available at http://www.lesi.org/les-nouvelles/les-nouvelles-online/2010/september-2010/2011/05/02/royalty-rates-and-licensing-strategies-for-essential-patents-on-lte-%284g%29-telecommunication-standards.

\textsuperscript{31} See Barnhizer, supra note 29.
by having dominant negotiating power. In an ideal world, patents would be licensed at a rate that reflects their true value. Although “true value” is an innately debatable term that is open to many interpretations, there are existing patent-valuation methods that are appropriate for SEPs that could be used to help level the playing field in the context of SSOs.

This Note argues that the vague requirements of the patent-licensing system overseen by SSOs lead to the consistent misvaluing of SEPs by interested parties, and that this system could be improved by an objective assessment of a patent’s value prior to any contract negotiations. If the patents contributing to a standard could be given a basic appraisal by an uninterested third party, one that concentrates on the importance of each patent to the standard at issue, then a large contract negotiation hurdle could be overcome before license negotiations begin. Although there would still be disagreements between negotiating parties, and the concept of FRAND would remain very relevant and contentious, a large amount of uncertainty would be discharged at a much lower cost than that of litigation and protracted negotiation. The overriding policy consideration behind this proposal is that it is beneficial for negotiating parties to have a clear, impartial determination of the technical value of their intellectual property, especially when the licensing of it is compulsory.

Part I of this Note will discuss the relationship of SSOs and the law, and why the current situation is untenable. Although many SSOs impose requirements identical or comparable to FRAND, this Note will focus on one SSO in particular, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).

ETSI is highly relevant today because it is responsible for overseeing the technologies that dominate the booming smartphone industry, and because its ambiguous FRAND requirement is

32. See Stasik supra note 30.
34. See infra Part III.
36. Such technologies include 3G and LTE wireless telecommunication networks. See discussion of the smartphone wars infra Part I.E.
at the heart of the disputes plaguing the industry.\(^{37}\) This Part will also illuminate the SEP issues that judicial bodies around the world are grappling with to illustrate how a clearer FRAND requirement can address many of the problems. Part II will discuss the royalty rates that are currently being paid for telecommunications SEPs, and the factors that influence the rates. Although contract details, including royalty rates, between companies are often confidential,\(^{38}\) there are some trends to be gleaned from the data that is available.\(^{39}\) Some courts have ordered specific royalty rates in FRAND litigation,\(^{40}\) and this Part will address the considerations that informed the judgments. Part III will discuss the concept of patent valuation in general, and the different valuation methods that parties employ. This discussion will include an analysis of how these methods would bear on SEPs and the contract negotiations surrounding them. Part IV of this Note will propose methods to improve the current state of FRAND-based law by implementing patent-valuation techniques early in the technical standard development process. This section will discuss the different ways to implement this valuation, and analyze its potential benefits and detriments.

I. BACKGROUND ON SSOs AND FRAND

Part I of this Note will provide the relevant context for technical standards and SSOs. It will discuss SSOs in general, but will focus specifically on ETSI, and the obligations it requires of its members. ETSI’s FRAND requirement in its Intellectual Property Rights Policy (“IPR Policy”) provides minimal guidance to its members, and many legal controversies have resulted.

A. Technical Standards and SEPs

SSOs are entities devoted to the development of new technical standards.\(^{41}\) Technical standards are technological cus-
toms that emerge in industries, either naturally through market dominance or through SSO promulgation. By joining SSOs, major players in an industry agree to develop a technical standard that would include technological contributions from many members, rather than each developing its own standalone technology. Standards provide a common base technology that manufacturers can build upon in their own distinct ways. Additionally, standards lower costs for consumers by reducing the research and design costs that companies incur. They also encourage the compatibility of complementary products and product components, and the interoperability of competing products. For instance, ETSI oversees the development of wireless standards such as 3G and LTE mobile communication technologies. ETSI was formed in 1988, “both to accelerate the standardization process and to promote a greater degree of harmonization among the various European telecommunications systems.” It is managed by the General Assem-

43. This is considered a “de jure” standard. Id.
45. See Lemley, supra note 8, at 1892–1893.
47. Makous & Hamilton, supra note 24, at 9; In the Matter of Motorola Mobility LLC and Google Inc., Analysis of Proposed Consent Order to Aid Public Comment, 78 Fed. Reg. at 2399.
51. Stanley M. Besen, The European Telecommunications Standards Institute, 14 TELECOMM. POL’Y 521 (1990)
Substantive work is performed by a range of different committees, and membership in ETSI is open to “administrations, public network operators, manufacturers, users, private service providers and research bodies.” All of the big names in the telecommunications industry, including Apple, Google, and Samsung, are members of ETSI, and incorporate ETSI technical standards into their smartphones and tablets. Some other SSOs include the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and FI.


53. Technical committees “address[] a number of standardization activities in a specific technology area,” which includes drafting standards and specifications. Industry Specification Groups focus on very specific activities when the need arises. Special Committees are similar to Technical Committees, but focus on coordination. Specialist Task Forces are “groups of technical experts who come together for a defined period (typically a few months) to work intensively on specific items.” How We Organize Our Work, supra note 52.

54. These entities perform the following functions: “[m]anufacturers develop and/or manufacture equipment that is to be connected to a public network, users are entities that use a public network, and private service providers make use of a public network to provide service to third parties.” Besen, supra note 51 at 522 n.8.

55. Id. at 522.


the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association (IEEE-SA), which produce standards in industries including power and energy, information technology, and communications.

Many standards use patented technology, and “if a patent claims technology selected by [an] SSO, the patent is called an ‘essential patent’” or SEP. Ownership of a SEP conveys some burdens as well as benefits. In comparison with a normal patent, a SEP owner “has a powerful position, and could achieve monopoly or exclusionary power in the market for the technology.” For example, every company that manufactures phones or tablets incorporating standards such as WiFi, 3G, and LTE uses technology reading on all of the patents that are essential to those standards. Smartphones incorporate approximately 250,000 patents total, and unless the company has a license to each, it is infringing at least one. A SEP owner could theoretically leverage this position by demanding a high royalty rate from smartphone manufacturers, based on the notion that it makes better business sense for the manufacturer to pay than to potentially face a court-ordered injunction to cease pro-

---

60. A patent claim is

the part of the patent application where the inventor specifically states what their invention is and what it can do. Claims define the legal scope of a patent and define what can be protected by patent law. You could say that claims define the invention, what it is and what it does.

64. Mike Masnick, There Are 250,000 Active Patents That Impact Smartphones; Representing One In Six Active Patents Today, TECHDIRT (Oct. 18, 2012, 8:28 AM), https://www.techdirt.com/blog/innovation/articles/20121017/10480520734/the-re-are-250000-active-patents-that-impact-smartphones-representing-one-six-active-patents-today.shtml.
duction entirely. However, this powerful position is limited by the licensing requirements that ETSI imposes.

B. Requirements of SSOs

Most SSOs require their members to enter into covenants with the SSO or with each other that govern the development of the standards they promulgate. The disclosure rules require SSO members to divulge IPR they own that are relevant to a standard, including patents and patent applications, at the earliest feasible time during development of that standard. ETSI, in its IPR Policy, requires that “each member shall use its reasonable [endeavors] . . . to inform ETSI of essential IPRs in a timely fashion.” The primary intent of these rules is to avoid patent ambush situations and to keep SSO members abreast of the current state of the developing technology. The licensing rules generally “restrict the terms that holders of SEPs can demand” from a licensee, requiring licenses on fair, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory terms (FRAND or “RAND”). ETSI requires that its members sign a contract stating that it will grant irrevocable licenses on these terms. These commitments are not licenses in themselves, but a contract with the SSO mandating the member enter into a FRAND license with a potential licensee if and when the opportunity arises. Additionally, ETSI requires that if one of its members transfers essential IPR to another party, the member “shall include appropriate provisions in the relevant transfer documents to ensure that the undertaking is binding on the

65. See Lemley & Shapiro, supra note 20 (discussing patent hold-up).
68. Id.
69. See Apple, Inc., 886 F.Supp. 2d at 1067 (“Such rules help to insure that standards do not allow the owners of essential patents to abuse their market power to extort competitors or prevent them from entering the marketplace.”).
70. Makous & Hamilton, supra note 24, at 10. American courts have generally dropped the “fair” portion since it does not really add anything that is not covered by “reasonable” and “nondiscriminatory,” but the terms “FRAND” and “RAND” are used interchangeably. Id. at 7 n.44.
72. Makous & Hamilton, supra note 24, at 10.
transferee.” The provision allows licensees to feel safe knowing that the licensor cannot sell his IPR to a third party that could subsequently revoke the license and demand higher royalties.

C. FRAND Licensing

Defining “FRAND” is a contentious issue. The SSOs that employ the term leave it vague and give little-to-no guidance about what licensing terms actually qualify as FRAND. The words that make up the acronym are designedly broad because they must work across a variety of industries, and be interpreted by different jurisdictions around the world. Defining the term precisely would be prohibitively complex or “may be impossible, given the variety of licenses and industries” it applies to. This is why “virtually no SSO specifies the terms on which licenses must be granted beyond [these] vague require-ment[s],” and why some SSOs, like IEEE-SA, “expressly forbid discussion of such issues when a standard is under consideration, presumably for fear of antitrust liability.” The term “reasonable” refers primarily to royalty rates, and courts that have attempted to set the rate themselves have shown that the analysis is wholly dependent on the facts of the dispute and the context of the SSO. “Nondiscriminatory” does not imply that royalty rates must be identical for all licensees of a SEP, but that “condition[s] included in a licensing agreement must be the same regardless of the licensee.” For example, a royalty rate that is FRAND for one licensee may be so expensive for another licensee that it prohibits her from feasibly manufacturing her product. The nondiscriminatory requirement is intended to “maintain a level playing field with respect to com-

74. Id.
76. Id.; Makous & Hamilton, supra note 24, at 10.
77. Lemley, supra note 8, at 1964.
78. Id. at 1965.
80. Id; see infra Part II.A.
81. Makous & Hamilton, supra note 24, at 11–12
82. Id. at 12.
petitors,” so it might be considered discriminatory for a licensor to demand such a rate.\textsuperscript{83}

Prior to the smartphone wars,\textsuperscript{84} FRAND was not as controversial and there was no need for a clearer definition.\textsuperscript{85} Because of the close relationship that companies in the same industry have, there exists a mutual deterrent against aggressive licensing strategies; it may be more beneficial to err on the side of caution in the short term than to lose out in the long term by damaging a business relationship.\textsuperscript{86} But since the rise of non-practicing entities (“NPE”s), more pejoratively referred to as “patent trolls,” FRAND issues have increased.\textsuperscript{87} Big name patent holders, such as Apple or Google, can sell patents to NPEs who, rather than produce something using the patented technology, hold onto them solely to extract licensing fees and damages from potential infringers.\textsuperscript{88} This practice, referred to as “patent privateering,” changed the passive playing field because an NPE has little incentive to maintain a professional relationship with a company that has nothing to offer it except money.\textsuperscript{89}

NPEs are free to “abuse the market power conferred after a standard has been adopted[,] without fear of future retaliation.”\textsuperscript{90} Additionally, the smartphone industry has been particularly contentious ever since “Apple started a thermonuclear patent war”\textsuperscript{91} to eliminate Google’s Android operating system from the marketplace.\textsuperscript{92} The field is immensely profitable, and “Apple had so much to lose from the inevitable commoditization

\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 11–12.
\textsuperscript{84} See discussion of smartphone wars infra Part I.E.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{89} Id.
\textsuperscript{90} O’Connor, supra note 85, at 6.
\textsuperscript{91} Id.; see infra Part I.E.
of the smartphone and tablet space that the heavy cost of waging war seemed to be worth the price.\textsuperscript{93} This ongoing patent cold war is fought in the courtroom, and concerns issues such as low-quality patents, design patents, the interpretation of FRAND, and the availability of injunctions on SEPs.\textsuperscript{94}

\textit{D. Problem with ETSI's IPR Policy}

As of now, ETSI gives no guidance as to what constitutes a FRAND licensing rate, other than the words that make up the acronym.\textsuperscript{95} In fact, ETSI does not even ensure that the patents that are declared as “essential” to a standard are actually essential.\textsuperscript{96} In essence, ETSI is simply a repository for declarations made by companies about patents that may not only be nonessential, but may even be invalid.\textsuperscript{97} The Foreword of a Special Report issued by ETSI states that “ETSI has not checked the validity of [the IPR declarations] . . . and cannot confirm, or deny, that the patents/patent applications are, in fact, essential, or potentially essential.”\textsuperscript{98} By “potentially essential,” ETSI is referring to patent applications that have not even been granted as patents yet. A study published in an IEEE scientific journal estimates that only 21 percent of the patents declared essential to the 3GPP standard are actually essential.\textsuperscript{99} An evaluation of SEPs for the LTE standard “esti-
mated that 55 of them are ‘essential’ patents conforming to ETSI standards.”

Additionally, each patent is unique. They “differ in their likely validity, their importance to the standard, and the ease with which they can be designed around.” Treating all SEPs as equal “may have the perverse result of encouraging [SSO] members to list as many patents as possible that are conceivably relevant to a standard, hoping to increase their royalty rate through sheer quantity without any reference to quality.” Declaring a patent as essential becomes more of a business decision than anything; if a company considers a patent more valuable if it is declared essential, then it will probably do so, even if its essentiality is questionable. A company should not be allowed to gain market power, and thus enhance royalty rates, through such an imprecise measurement as “declarations to ETSI.”

E. Litigation Surrounding FRAND: The Smartphone Wars

The ambiguity of FRAND has caused problems that have propagated beyond the licensing terms that it is focused on, primarily because of its important role in the smartphone wars. In brief, when Android began to infiltrate the smartphone market, Apple and Microsoft sought to resist Google’s intrusion. Both of their strategies hinged around their extensive patent portfolios, but they approached the problem differently: Apple sought injunctions against some smartphone manufacturers that utilized Android, while Microsoft charged these manufacturers substantial royalties to drive up the cost of Android smartphones. Google sought to bolster its defenses by

---

101. See Lemley supra note 8, at 1965.
102. Id.
103. Android is Google’s operating system.
104. Dolmans & Ilan, supra note 92, at 8.
105. Id.
buying patents on the market, and a patent race ensued. Apple and Microsoft’s efforts culminated in a joint effort with other tech companies to buy six thousand patents from Nortel, “outbidding Google’s initial ‘stalking horse’ bid of $900 million and picking up the portfolio for a tidy $4.5 billion,” after which Google bought Motorola, including all of Motorola’s patents, in response. The smartphone conflicts are not limited to these companies, but extend to dozens more. For example, a five-year long infringement dispute between Apple and Samsung recently settled for $548 million, but remains open pending an appeal of an earlier partial judgment.

The issues stemming from this dispute are global, and have been addressed by many different judicial bodies. Germany has been an attractive venue because of its relatively quick proceedings, and its Orange Book decision has proved influential in the smartphone wars, despite concerning a different technology. In the decision, the German Supreme Court provided guidance for when a “FRAND defense” could be raised successfully. The defense is premised on the unavailability of injunctions for SEP infringement: ownership of a SEP can be characterized as a legal monopoly over the standardized technology, in the sense that a party deploying the technology must be

106. When the parties to a patent dispute have comparably-sized patent portfolios that read on similar technologies, the incentive to cross-license usually exceeds the incentive to litigate. Id.
107. Id.
109. Dolmans & Ilan, supra note 92, at 8.
112. Bundesgerichtshof [BGH] [Federal Court of Justice] May 6, 2009, 180 ENTSCHEIDUNGEN DES BUNDESGERICHTSHOFES IN ZIVILSACHEN [BGHZ] 312 (Ger.).
114. Id. at 54.
granted rights to all of the SEPs to legally use the technology, so seeking an injunction for infringement of a SEP could be considered abuse of a dominant market position. The court ruled that this defense can only be used by an alleged infringer if he had “offered a reasonable license agreement to the patentee; and fulfilled all obligations resulting from a license agreement (even in cases where the offer was rejected).” This high standard for resisting an injunction is a compelling reason for patentees to sue potential infringers in German courts.

The European Commission (EC) also assumed a more central position in the smartphone wars after various complaints were filed with it subsequent to the merger of Google and Motorola. In one such complaint, Apple and Microsoft alleged antitrust violations by Motorola, who had sought injunctions and significant royalties against Apple and Microsoft based on SEPs. The EC responded in part by saying that an injunction could be legitimate if the potential licensee is unwilling to negotiate FRAND terms in good faith, based on elements of the Orange Book ruling. The concept of “unwilling licensees” remains significant in jurisdictions worldwide, and the proper application of the term hinges partly on whether a potential licensee’s opening offer can be characterized as FRAND.

These verdicts show how a poorly defined FRAND can contribute to disputes concerning billions of dollars.

II. Royalty Rates for SEPs

In general, judicial and administrative bodies have elected not to calculate and order royalty rates for FRAND-encumbered patents, opting to let disputing parties resolve it between themselves. This sort of determination does not of-
ten fall within the competence of courts that do not specialize in patent disputes, and for a court to calculate the rate itself is a long and expensive process. Additionally, FRAND disputes were not all that common until the smartphone wars, so there is little precedent to guide a court for this kind of analysis. Only recently have some U.S. courts and one Chinese court specifically ordered a royalty rate that it considered FRAND, and the detailed opinions from the U.S. courts help illuminate the relevant factors going into these rates.

The royalties that parties agree to without legal intervention are, like most contractual details, largely confidential, but studies have been performed to estimate the rates. By comparing the royalty rates articulated by judicial bodies and those that were negotiated, the disparity between the intent of FRAND and FRAND in practice is illuminated, and a strong case is made for the importance of an objective patent valuation.

A. Court-Ordered Royalty Rates

When necessary, U.S. courts calculate appropriate royalty rates for normal patent licenses by using a multifactor test that was first expressed by the Southern District of New York in Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. U.S. Plywood Corp and approved soon after by the Federal Circuit. Among the fifteen factors are considerations “including the relationship of the licensing parties; the type of license they likely would agree upon; comparable licenses made by the licensee . . . ; the nature, benefits, extent of use, and alternative to the patented technology; and

64edf33c190e/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/5b202a76-bc80-4467-b286-7a3b8e90e06d/Frand_Smartphone_Sprooul.pdf.

123. See Karl P. Kilb, Arbitration of Patent Disputes: An Important Option in the Age of Information Technology, 4 FORDHAM INT’L PROP., MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 599, 609 (1993); see also, e.g., infra note 137.

124. See O’Connor, supra note 85, at 5.

125. See discussion infra Part I.A.

126. See Lemley, supra note 8, at 1966 n.331.


the value of features unrelated to the patent.”129 The Southern District declined to rate the importance of each factor, stating that it “attempted to exercise a discriminating judgment reflecting its ultimate appraisal of all pertinent factors in the context of the credible evidence.”130

Prior to April 25, 2013, “no judge had ever attempted to calculate what would constitute a licensing rate that is [FRAND] until U.S. District Judge James Robart of the Western District of Washington,”131 in a case between Microsoft and Motorola Mobility132 involving the H.264 video codec standard133 and the IEEE-SA 802.11 WiFi134 standard.135 In his lengthy opinion, Judge Robart seeks “to strike the FRAND balance (compensating fairly, but not overcompensating, SEP holders) within the Georgia-Pacific framework.”136 He stressed that a highly relevant consideration is the relative importance of the SEP to the

129. Id. at 1683. The relevant factors articulated in Georgia-Pacific, in brief, are 1) royalties received from other licensees for the same patent, 2) royalties paid by licensees for comparable patents, 3) the nature and scope of the license, 4) the licensor’s policy regarding its patent monopoly, 5) the commercial relationship between the parties, 6) the effect the patent has on other products or sales of either party, 7) the duration of the patent and the term of the license, 8) the established profitability of products made under the patent, 9) the utility and advantages of the patent product over old methods or products, 10) the nature of the patented invention, 11) the extent to which the infringer has made use of the invention, 12) the custom in the business or comparable businesses, 13) the portion of the profit that should be credited to the invention, 14) the opinion of experts, and 15) the amount that would have been agreed upon in a good faith negotiation. Georgia-Pacific Corp., 318 F.Supp at 1120.

130. Id. at 1121.


136. Mueller, supra note 132.
standard,\textsuperscript{137} which can be assessed using information such as “the total number of essential patents [declared to the standard]; the patent holder’s level of involvement in the standards setting process . . . ; the quantifiable value of the essential patent’s contribution to the standard . . . ; and the existence or non-existence of alternative technologies . . . that could have been integrated into the standard.”\textsuperscript{138} Despite the fact that his opinion is only binding on the Western District of Washington, it is anticipated to be influential in other jurisdictions and abroad.\textsuperscript{139}

Judge Holderman of the Northern District of Illinois followed Judge Robart’s approach in a memorandum opinion assessing a reasonable royalty rate for patents essential to WiFi in a dispute between Innovatio IP Ventures (a patent assertion entity) and “numerous . . . commercial users of wireless internet technology located throughout the United States,” including coffee shops, hotels, and restaurants.\textsuperscript{140} The importance of the patent in relation to the standard as a whole was again a vital consideration, and the royalty rate was assessed in comparison to that found in \textit{Microsoft v. Motorola}.\textsuperscript{141}

Judge Robart concluded that Motorola’s patents were only of minimal value to the standard, [ . . . ] whereas the court here has found that Innovatio’s patents are of moderate to moderate-high importance to the standard. A multiplier of about three is a reasonable difference between the two royalties to account for the greater importance of Innovatio’s patents to the 802.11 standard.\textsuperscript{142}


\textsuperscript{138} Id.

\textsuperscript{139} See Mueller, supra note 132. The considerations he expressed are very relevant to the basic valuation method that will be discussed \textit{infra} Part III.

\textsuperscript{140} In re Innovatio IP Ventures, LLC Patent Litigation, No. 11 C 9308, 2013 WL 5593609 (N.D. Ill 2013).


\textsuperscript{142} In re Innovatio, 2013 WL 5593609, at *44; see also Mueller, supra note 141.
Prior to either of these cases, Judge Richard Posner, in a dismissal of a dispute between Apple and Motorola,143 provided some FRAND guidance different from, but not at odds with, Judge Robart’s framework.144 He wrote that:

The proper method of computing a FRAND royalty starts with what the cost to the licensee would have been of obtaining, just before the patented invention was declared essential to compliance with the industry standard, a license for the function performed by the patent. That cost would be a measure of the value of the patent [in its capacity of being a] patent.145

A potential licensee of a SEP has no alternative to obtaining a license for the patent once it is adopted by a standard. However, Posner’s approach would completely disregard this unique hold-up value of a SEP and “confine the patentee’s royalty demand to the value conferred by the patent itself” rather than considering this additional value.146 Many SEPs would have a commercial value of close to zero if they weren’t included in a standard, because of the prevalence of suitable workarounds.147 Allowing patent holders to “unduly enrich themselves because they were part of a standard-setting cartel” would make innovations incorporating the standard more expensive, at odds with one of the main objectives of FRAND and standard-setting, which is to foster innovation.148

Foreign courts have not been as forthcoming as U.S. courts when it comes to establishing royalty rates for FRAND-encumbered patents.149 One notable exception is China, where the Guangdong People’s Court affirmed a lower court’s FRAND

146. Id.
147. Mueller, supra note 144.
148. See id.
royalty determination in *Huawei v. InterDigital*,\(^{150}\) but failed to disclose the calculation that went into the figure.\(^{151}\) The dispute concerned telecommunications SEPs\(^ {152}\) that Huawei, the leading smartphone manufacturer in China, alleged that InterDigital refused to license on FRAND terms.\(^ {153}\) The lower court ruled that the royalty rate for the SEPs “should not exceed .019 percent of the actual sales price” of the infringing products.\(^ {154}\) It is possible that this low rate was influenced by the desire to penalize InterDigital for its un-FRAND tactics towards Huawei, including royalty demands that can be characterized as discriminatory, when compared to the deals that InterDigital struck with other smartphone manufacturers concerning the same SEPs.\(^ {155}\) The EC generally has a hands-off approach to this issue, but has expressed that a neutral third-party, such as a court or an arbitrator, can set FRAND rates.\(^ {156}\) It has also indicated that a “‘reasonable royalty’ must be – or approximate to – the price that would hypothetically be reached in an arms-length negotiation.”\(^ {157}\) This notion is consistent with the American approach in *Georgia-Pacific* and its progeny.\(^ {158}\)

**B. Negotiated Royalty Rates**

Assertions regarding the value of a SEP are widely varied. Some have contended that one SEP can have the same value as an entire portfolio of SEPs, while others have contended that each individual SEP contributes the same amount of value to
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152. The SEPs at issue relate to 2G, 3G, and 4G technologies.
155. *See id.*
Licensing terms between companies are usually confidential, but studies have revealed a wide range of royalty rates for smartphone technology. At one end, cumulative royalty rates paid by a smartphone manufacturer for patents reading on the 3G capability (the standard is also known as UMTS or WCDMA) have been estimated “as high as 30 percent of the total price of each phone.” On the other end, Nokia, who holds many SEPs reading on the UMTS standard, stated that it “paid less than 3 percent aggregate license fees on WCDMA handset sales under all its patent license agreements.”

This stark disparity implies that companies with patents to “trade” in a cross-licensing scenario, such as Nokia, are fetching exceedingly favorable rates. For the 2G (GSM) standard, some have alleged that the cumulative royalties paid by cell phone manufacturers with no patents to cross-license was as high as 35 to 40 percent of the phone’s selling price, with more conservative estimates putting the rate at 10 to 13 percent. It suffices to say that there is little transparency and no strong consensus regarding the value of SEPs for these standards.

In addition to these estimates, a limited study was conducted during the rollout of the 4G (LTE) standard to analyze the royalty rates that companies announced for their portfolios when compared to the number of SEPs held by the companies. The results expectedly showed that companies demand higher royalty rates for larger patent portfolios, but also demonstrated that the value of each individual SEP declines as the portfolio
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gets larger. Companies with few SEPs announced a much higher royalty per SEP than those with many. In essence, “the value of one standard essential patent . . . may . . . depend[] on the relative size of the patent portfolio.” Parties that are aware of this phenomenon, and of the more favorable rates that parties get in cross-licensing scenarios, can go out and purchase some SEPs if they do not want to invest in research and design themselves. For a company that owns a lot of SEPs, such as Ericsson (who holds 838 essential patents on the GSM standard), selling some patents could be far more lucrative than the additional royalty revenue that would be generated by licensing them with the rest of their SEPs.

III. PATENT VALUATION OUTSIDE OF THE COURTROOM

This Part will discuss patent valuation and its pertinence to SSOs. Many factors can affect a patent’s value, especially the context of the valuation, so different methods may be employed that suit specific situations. Due to the complexity of patents, these techniques are not perfect, but are potentially useful for comparing similar patents. Some are especially relevant for the purpose of comparing patents that contribute to the same technical standard.

A. Patent Valuation Considerations

Valuing patents, in general, is a practice that “requires substantial technical knowledge and legal expertise.” The “specific context of the valuation, in terms of focus, time, purposes, and interested parties” is important because value can be assessed for legal, economic, strategic, and other reasons. Additionally, there is value both in the patent itself and in the un-
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derlying technology.\textsuperscript{174} The patent itself has value as a protection right; in other words, the right to exclude others from practicing the technology or method.\textsuperscript{175} In a patent-licensing context, since “the licensing contract transfers not only the patent, but also the underlying technology,” it is a common practice to include the technological value with the patent.\textsuperscript{176}

Further considerations affecting patent value in a licensing situation are the time frame, the reasons underlying the need for a license, and the nature of the parties involved in the negotiation.\textsuperscript{177} A patent in the United States expires twenty years from the filing date of the patent application, and a patent approaching the end of its life is intrinsically less valuable than one that was just issued.\textsuperscript{178} The time frame also contributes to varying levels of uncertainty.\textsuperscript{179} If a patent application is undergoing examination there is uncertainty as to whether the examiner will limit the scope of the claims or reject the application altogether.\textsuperscript{180} If an issued patent has not yet been challenged by any third party there will be uncertainty regarding the strength of the claims or whether the patent’s legitimacy will be called into question at some point.\textsuperscript{181} This ambiguity is reduced if a patent has undergone one or more reexaminations and not been declared invalid.

\textbf{B. Patent Valuation Considerations in the Context of SSOs}

Patent value as a whole is highly subjective.\textsuperscript{182} As stated previously, a patent may be more valuable to a party when it is kept secret, despite the royalties that could be generated.\textsuperscript{183} There are legitimate business concerns to keep in mind, such as a potential future need to use IPR defensively,\textsuperscript{184} and whether a company wants to “reveal[] valuable information to
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\item \textsuperscript{183} See *id.* at 7.
\item \textsuperscript{184} See Dolmans & Ilan, *supra* note 92, at 8.
\end{itemize}
rivals about future technology strategies.”185 ETSI recognizes these concerns, and “simply request[s] that members use ‘reasonable endeavors’ to identify relevant intellectual property, rather than demand an exhaustive reporting.”186

Some argue that a basic numeric proportionality method should be used, where all patents that are essential to a standard are afforded equal value.187 Proponents justify this determination because each essential patent “afford[s] patent holders the same market power (or hold up power) ex post,” in the sense that a manufacturer employing standardized technology needs a license for every SEP to avoid infringing.188 The most obvious benefit of such an arrangement would be low transaction costs.189 The primary disadvantage of this method would be a pervasive specter of unfairness. As discussed earlier, many of the declared patents have questionable essentiality, and “[a] rule compensating companies holding patents of questionable relevance, but which are nonetheless declared essential, on the same terms as those companies holding truly essential patents would not satisfy either the ‘fair’ or the ‘reasonable’ aspects of FRAND.”190 It would incentivize companies to declare as many patents as possible, or even to split their innovations into multiple patents when in reality they belong within different claims of one patent.191 Therefore, for this rule to work, a precise definition of essentiality would have to be agreed upon and an independent reviewer would need to be employed to analyze which patents satisfy the definition.192 Although this approach-es a level of fairness, essentiality to a standard is only one of many factors that influence patent value.

C. Existing Methods for Assessing Patent Value

There are a variety of methods available to assess patent value, both quantitative (often an economic estimate in monetary terms, or some other numerical value) and qualitative (a detailed guide to a patent’s strengths and weaknesses, or a rat-
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There are qualities of both categories that could be pertinent to the valuation of a FRAND-encumbered patent.

The quantitative “patent indicators approach” takes into account patent qualities such as legal status, technological scope, citations in later patents, and existence of opposition or litigation. It is a quick, but imprecise method that can be performed for any patent without the need for confidential information. The “cost approach” quantifies “the costs of obtaining a patented invention by either internal development or external acquisition,” the “market approach” analyzes the pricing of comparable patents, and the “income approach” estimates the future cash flows associated with a patent. The market approach would have little bearing on standards that are still in development, considering the cutting edge technology that is often involved and the lack of comparable patents, and the income approach would also be difficult to use, considering that all of the essential patents are being pooled into one technology. The patent indicators and cost approaches, however, utilize information that is readily available while a standard is still in development, and prior to commercial use and the licensing negotiations that follow.

The two primary qualitative methods for patent valuation are a “due diligence approach” and the “rating/ranking approach.” The due diligence approach is generally “a deep investigation into the status and strength of a patent (or patent portfolio) . . . aimed at finding relevant facts that influence the value of the assets . . . .” Some elements that are considered include “the maturity of the technology, . . . the status of the patent procedures, potential third parties’ rights, . . . barriers of penetration of the technology into the market, . . . and the existence of active or passive infringements.”
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ing/rankings method is a relatively simple one that “assign[s] single patents . . . to different value classes (such as ‘very important’, ‘important’, ‘less important’ or ‘negligible’)” by analyzing relevant criteria and assigning a score on a scale of, for instance, 1–5.\textsuperscript{201} This method allows the analyst “to obtain a whole picture of the patent” on a broader basis than advanced numerical techniques.\textsuperscript{202}

\textbf{D. Complications with Patent Valuation Techniques}

There are several issues that complicate the valuation of patents, flowing from their intangible nature and their many inherent uncertainties.\textsuperscript{203} Unlike tangible assets, patents “can be deployed simultaneously in different places and by different subjects,”\textsuperscript{204} and in each instance may have context-specific value. Additionally, their market value is difficult to ascertain because there is not much of an established market for patents.\textsuperscript{205} In recent years companies have begun to use patents for strategic reasons,\textsuperscript{206} encouraging greater commodification of patents in general, but “the creation of organized and standardized markets is still in its infancy.”\textsuperscript{207} The primary uncertainty present in patents is their legal status. Not only are the boundaries of the property rights “fuzzy and unpredictable, due to sometimes vague and (often strategically) ambiguous wording of claims,” but also their validity is rarely guaranteed except after multiple costly reexamination procedures.\textsuperscript{208} Another uncertainty is the “future economic value that can be extracted from patents,” stemming from the unknown future demand for products based on the patent-protected technology and the uncertain performance of the innovation in a commercial context.\textsuperscript{209}
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IV. OBJECTIVE VALUATION OF PATENTS TO HELP PREEMPT AND RESOLVE DISPUTES

FRAND must be applicable to countless different circumstances, thus it must remain loosely defined. There are many factors to take into account during a contract negotiation, especially when it concerns a burgeoning technology with unpredictable market value. However, a factor that should not be debatable is the importance of an individual SEP relative to its standard. For example, one patent that is declared essential may have been crucial to the implementation of the standardized technology, while another patent that is declared essential may not even read on the standard, or could be easily designed around. These two patents should not be treated equally. If basic valuation techniques were implemented by SSOs throughout the development of technical standards, then the current licensing landscape, revolving around market power and patent portfolio size, could be legitimized and streamlined. Litigation concerning FRAND licensing would be simplified and better focused. This Part will explore an ideal mechanism for performing this analysis, and will propose a workable framework.

A. Arbitration of Patent Disputes in General

Arbitration of patent disputes is quicker and more efficient than resolution through the court system.210 Judges are not normally technical experts; simply getting the judge up to speed is a lengthy undertaking, and even with proper briefing, “patent litigation can present issues so complex that legal minds, without appropriate grounding in science and technology, may have difficulty in reaching a decision.”211 This difficulty naturally leads to more hearings, expert testimony, amicus briefs, and even demonstrations of the technology.212 In addition to the concerns with expense, the amount of time taken “could be devastating to the parties involved.”213 Patent disputes often involve a product that is currently or soon to be manufactured. By stalling this production both parties lose po-
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tential revenue, and by the time the dispute is resolved the patent at issue could be outdated and of little value. Not only do the parties lose out, but a lengthy dispute could disadvantage the public as well. For example, in the case of a pharmaceutical-patent conflict, the time and money spent on litigation could have been used on research and production of a drug treatment that saves lives.

Detractors of arbitration cite concerns such as arbitrator bias and the lack of procedural safeguards present in litigation. Bias is an ever present concern in most kinds of legal dispute resolution, but there are safeguards in place to ensure the impartiality of arbitrators. They have a duty to disclose any appearance of bias, and courts are well equipped to assess the impartiality of an arbitrator if a party chooses to contest it. Some parties may be hesitant to disclose company secrets to outsiders, and other procedural safeguards of the judicial system include an appeals process and extensive discovery. In the context of this Note, where a form of arbitration is proposed as a solution for assessing patent value only, these concerns are mitigated or nonexistent. Confidentiality can be protected by nondisclosure agreements, and the evaluation process will be ongoing during standard development, ensuring that every interested party will be given a chance to have its say.

**B. How Arbitration Techniques Can be Used In-House at ETSI**

A large amount of confusion surrounding SEPs includes a question of whether a licensing offer is FRAND or not. If parties can agree to the value of a patent prior to the start of licensing discussions, then a large hurdle is already overcome, and much litigation may be avoided. ETSI itself should form a new committee, comparable to one of its Technical Committees or Specialist Task Forces, which will henceforth be called the
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“Valuation Committee,” to determine the value of patents declared to a standard, using elements of the valuation techniques previously discussed. Each of the valuation methods will be analyzed for application in this unique standard-setting context, and the optimal result will be an amalgamation of different parts of the techniques. There are some obvious concerns with this proposal, not least of which being the reliability of the patent-value assessment, but those concerns will be addressed below. Implicit in this impartial valuation is an assessment of whether or not the patent that has been declared essential is actually essential. True value aside, overcoming the initial hurdle of essentiality will help legitimize the standard-setting process and could reduce disputes regarding patent validity. Although ETSI is the focus, similar methods may be appropriate for other SSOs.

The assessment should be performed by ETSI itself, or another similarly situated SSO, rather than hiring an external firm. ETSI is in the best position to perform this assessment; although it generally does not analyze the patents that are disclosed to it, it has the greatest capability to do so, and attaching its name to the appraisal will enhance the legitimacy of the judgment.\(^\text{224}\) ETSI had an income of approximately $25 million in 2013, with contributions coming from members and various commercial activities.\(^\text{225}\) The potential cost of the Valuation Committee requires an analysis outside the scope of this paper, but patent arbitration in general costs far less than a patent infringement case.\(^\text{226}\) One policy that ETSI could implement is to charge a fee for every patent that is declared essential, with the money going directly toward the valuation. If a company is able to avoid even one patent suit because of the program, then it will almost certainly be saving money in the long term. Additionally, ownership of an essential patent comes with an array

\(^{224}\) Lemley, supra note 8, at 1966.


\(^{226}\) In America, litigating a patent infringement case can take three to five years and cost $3–5 million. Todd Hixon, For Most Small Companies Patents Are Just About Worthless, FORBES (Oct. 4, 2013), http://www.forbes.com/sites/toddhixon/2013/10/04/for-most-small-companies-patents-are-just-about-worthless/; see also Kilb, supra note 123, at 609.
of benefits, as discussed earlier, and it is not unrealistic for an SSO to demand a fee from its members.

Although standardization is an ongoing process taking many years, it would not be desirable for one comprehensive SEP valuation to be done at the very end of the standardization process. Standardized technology is often rolled out before all of the relevant patents are declared or even applied for, and contract negotiations may be initiated before the technology is perfected and implemented. Therefore, there is a need for continuous evaluation throughout the process as new patents are being declared, to take place at some interval of weeks or months, or once certain numbers of SEP declarations are reached. This does not, however, mean that a full analysis is required at every interval. If the Valuation Committee is working within a ranking framework such as 1–10, where one is minimal relative value and ten is maximum relative value, then it would not be very difficult for it to change an initial determination of value by bumping it up or down when new information comes in. The valuation will need to be fairly basic; an extensive analysis would neither be desired by the parties, nor useful during such a preliminary stage.

C. How the Valuation Would Work

The patent-valuation methods discussed previously provide a useful starting point for figuring out a workable framework. A comprehensive quantitative analysis, where a patent is assigned an economic estimate of its worth, is not entirely necessary in the context of an SSO. It would be useful, but prohibitively costly, to do such an analysis for the hundreds or thousands of patents that are declared to a standard. However, the factors that a quantitative analysis generally takes into account could be useful. The patent indicators method, for example, takes into account the legal status of the pa-
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tent/application, which is very relevant.\textsuperscript{231} A granted patent generally has greater value than when it is in its application phase because of the uncertainty regarding whether it will ever issue as a patent.\textsuperscript{232} It would be unrealistic to expect the Valuation Committee to delve deeply into the validity of a patent application; that is a job for a professional patent examiner, and is time consuming and costly.\textsuperscript{233} However, a simple consideration of its legal status is worthwhile. Other patent qualities that the patent indicators method utilizes\textsuperscript{234} are also worth considering. The cost approach is similarly relevant.\textsuperscript{235} If, for example, a company invested significant time and money into a burgeoning technology, that investment may be taken into account.\textsuperscript{236} This factor could be important when a particularly difficult engineering problem has been solved. It may be difficult to assess this factor with any sort of accuracy,\textsuperscript{237} but if this situation arises the committee can choose to disregard it. It is not the goal of the Valuation Committee to determine an exact value, but to consider many factors and arrive at an estimate. The market approach and the income approach, however, would have little bearing on this assessment.\textsuperscript{238} During the standardization process, it is generally assumed that there are not any similar patents or technology out there to compare with. Analyzing the income that can be generated from a SEP is similarly irrelevant, because the patent may have little value standing alone, and is only profitable when combined with the rest of the SEPs.
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The qualitative approaches are applicable in the SEP context as well. The due diligence approach\(^{239}\) would be very useful, but may be difficult when a technology is still in development. Delving deeply into the strength of a patent may be impossible at this early stage because it is unknown what the final technological product is going to look like. It might also be prohibitively expensive. The rating/ranking approach,\(^{240}\) however, seems ideal. The quantitative techniques may be too expensive for SSOs, but taking similar factors into account, such as investment, technological scope, and any prior opposition, and assigning a broad 1–5 or 1–10 ranking\(^{241}\) to every patent in each of those categories, is cheap and effective. An obvious critique to this method is all of the rounding and guesswork that seems implicit in it, but that does not mean there is no utility in it.

A common theme in current FRAND litigation is inflated claims for damages and desired royalty rates.\(^{242}\) Judge Holderman in In re Innovatio IP Ventures reduced IP Ventures’ award to a few percentage points of its original claim.\(^{243}\) He justified this action by stressing the importance of the patent to the standard at issue and ruled that patents of lesser importance are not entitled to as high of rates as patents of greater importance.\(^{244}\) This proposed valuation framework intends to assess that very same importance, \textit{ex ante} and prior to any negotiations or litigation. The intent is for contracting parties to have an initial understanding of the patent value prior to negotiations. In the same way that Judge Holderman’s judgment turned on the classification of the at-issue patents as “of moderate to moderate-high importance to the standard,”\(^{245}\) an opinion from ETSI that assesses this same importance would give negotiating parties a relatively clear picture of the importance of their patents.
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D. The Effects of Such Valuation

The intended effect of this mandatory patent valuation is not to solve every patent-licensing disagreement that parties will have. It is merely a proposed tool that will help companies come to an agreement more efficiently. Both parties will be aware if one party has a portfolio full of patents with little importance and will not waste time debating the value. Similarly, if two parties are in litigation regarding whether or not a royalty rate is FRAND, the judge will not have to perform an independent analysis of the patent’s importance herself, but can instead rely on ETSI’s determination. The effect of this reliance, and the initial determination of essentiality, will be far reaching. Duplicitous patent holders that may claim essentiality for meritless patents will now be barred from asserting SEP rights. Important innovators with valuable patents will be more justly rewarded for their innovation, not only by having an “important” label on their SEPs, but by no longer competing for royalties with patents that are deemed to be nonessential.

An objective patent valuation would also have significant implications for a smaller company that might have formerly accepted a low royalty rate for important SEP contributions. If this weaker entity has an ETSI valuation to fall back on, it might be more willing to engage in limited litigation against a more powerful adversary. When the likelihood of success is greater there is less risk of wasteful litigation. This is not to say, however, that an ETSI valuation would be material in all or even most SEP-related disputes; this valuation cannot include an assessment of a patent’s validity, not only because it would be expensive, but because an ETSI validity ruling would hold little to no weight with any jurisdiction worldwide.

E. Potential Pitfalls and Solutions

One of the most important issues that this method would encounter is getting SSO members to agree to it. The companies that currently use their dominant market power to get favorable royalty rates would have no incentive to support this initiative. Considering their size and power, their opinion could have a significant influence on the rest of the industry. However, the nonbinding nature of this valuation could make it more
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attractive. The judgments of the Valuation Committee would not be binding on any court or legally affect any party, unless courts chose to utilize them. If the committee does its job well enough, eventually it will gain enough legitimacy to directly influence the licensing strategies of SSO members. Implicit in this effect is the good faith of the negotiating parties. Parties would be able to handily oppose this initiative if they would rather fight tooth and nail for every last cent of royalty revenue.

Another related issue is the amount of deference a judicial body would give a valuation ruling. This valuation cannot encompass everything that a court would consider in an infringement or reasonable royalty-setting case. For instance, an "important" ruling by the Valuation Committee would mean very little if the patent is later found to be invalid. For courts to give this valuation any sort of respect would take time. If after the committee is implemented courts continue to make rulings similar to Judge Holderman in In re Innovatio IP Ventures, who analyzed the importance of the patent to the standard, then there will be data available comparing committee rulings to court-ordered rulings. If the judgments from the two bodies sync up to a reasonable degree, then courts would feel more comfortable slowly introducing these valuation rulings into their opinions. At a minimum, ETSI will have an essentiality assessment that will keep the SSO-patent pool free from duplicitous declarations.

CONCLUSION

The legal issues underlying the smartphone wars have no simple solution. So long as there are advantages for companies to exploit, there will be no objective fairness to the SSO patent-licensing system. What this Note proposes is not an overhaul of this flawed system, but rather a small step towards the fair compensation of patent holders. The hands-off approach that ETSI currently employs allows dominant parties too much flexibility to bully their adversaries into granting or accepting royalties to their disadvantage. This approach hurts the legitimacy of the organization and causes rampant uncertainty in the technological community. A basic patent valuation prior to li-
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Censing negotiations will give weaker parties a clearer idea of the worth of their IPR. The basic patent valuation techniques that are currently used can be easily tailored to the standard-setting context, and some of the mystery surrounding FRAND licensing can be eliminated. FRAND is simply not enough guidance, and so long as administrative bodies continue to shy away from a clearer definition, costly litigation is the only answer.
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